Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Adam Siegel - apsiegel@UCDAVIS.EDU

Brill
Brill Online Reference Works -- Brill [RESJQX]
  Includes   Brill Online Reference Works -- Brill [RESJQX]

East View Information Services
Pravda Digital Archive -- East View Information Services [RES5YT]
  Includes   Pravda Digital Archive -- East View Information Services [RES5YT]

SAGE Publications
SAGE Complete A-Z List -- SAGE Publications [RESSFC]
  Includes   SAGE Complete A-Z List -- SAGE Publications [RESSFC]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Package 2008 -- SAGE Publications [RESSFB]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2009 -- SAGE Publications [RESSGQ]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2010 -- SAGE Publications [RES31T]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2011 -- SAGE Publications [RESS8P]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2012 -- SAGE Publications [RESS7V]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2013 -- SAGE Publications [RES.2I]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2014 -- SAGE Publications [RESDE.]  
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2015 -- SAGE Publications [RESADDQSO]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2016 -- SAGE Publications [RESAAVDI]
  Includes   SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade Package 2017 -- SAGE Publications [RESAAOVH]
  Includes   SAGE Materials Science Full-Text Collection -- SAGE Publications [RESSFS]
SAGE Research Methods Online -- SAGE Publications [RES8YE]
  Includes   SAGE Research Methods Online -- SAGE Publications [RES8YE]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Amy Butros - abutros@UCSD.EDU

American Meteorological Society

American Meteorological Society -- American Meteorological Society [RESRWE]
  Includes American Meteorological Society -- American Meteorological Society [RESRWE]

ProQuest

GeoRef -- ProQuest [RESBUL]
  Includes GeoRef -- ProQuest [RESBUL]

Wiley

Wiley-Blackwell AGU Digital Library -- Wiley [RES~~A]
  Includes AGU Digital Library -- American Geophysical Union [RESQGU]
  Includes AGU Digital Library - Books Series -- Wiley [RESOB9]
  Includes American Geophysical Union -- American Geophysical Union [RESRGU]
  Includes Wiley-Blackwell AGU American Geophysical Union -- Wiley [RES^OA]
  Includes Wiley-Blackwell AGU Digital Library -- Wiley [RES~~A]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Andrea Duda - duda@library.ucsb.edu

*American Institute of Physics*

**Scitation Publications -- American Institute of Physics [RESRQS]***
- Includes Acoustical Society of America Publications -- Acoustical Society of America [RESRAZ]
- Includes AIP Conference Proceedings -- American Institute of Physics [RESAEQ]
- Includes American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Publications -- American Association of Physicists in Medicine [RESPHY]
- Includes American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) Publications -- American Association of Physics Teachers [RESPHQ]
- Includes American Institute of Physics (AIP) Publications -- American Institute of Physics [RESRIP]
- Includes American Vacuum Society (AVS) Technical Literature -- AVS - American Vacuum Society [RESVAS]
- Includes Laser Institute of America Publications -- Laser Institute of America [RESLIA]
- Includes Scitation Publications -- American Institute of Physics [RESRQS]
- Includes Society of Rheology Publications -- Society of Rheology [RESSOR]
Anna Sackmann - asackmann@berkeley.edu

ASM International

ASM Alloy Center -- ASM International [RESHQP]
  Includes  Alloy Phase Diagram Center (ASM) -- Library Specific Holdings [RES33O]
  Includes  ASM Alloy Center -- ASM International [RESHQP]
  Includes  ASM Alloy Phase Diagram Center -- ASM International [RES45V]
  Includes  ASM Handbooks Online -- ASM International [RESHQQ]
  Includes  ASM Materials Information -- ASM International [RES8KH]

SPIE

SPIE Digital Library -- SPIE [RESRSJ]
  Includes  SPIE Digital Library -- SPIE [RESRSJ]
  Includes  SPIE Digital Library (Books) -- SPIE [RES5SK]
Becky Imamoto - rimamoto@UCI.EDU

**Alexander Street Press**

- Succeeds Harpweek -- Harpweek [RESBWP]
- Succeeds Harpweek - The Civil War Era: 1857-1865 -- Harpweek [RESHPK]
- Succeeds Harpweek Gilded Age I: 1878-1883 -- Harpweek [RESHPG]
- Succeeds Harpweek Gilded Age II: 1884-1889 -- Harpweek [RESHPI]
- Succeeds Harpweek Gilded Age III: 1890-1895 -- Harpweek [RESHPA]
- Succeeds Harpweek Gilded Age IV: 1896-1901 -- Harpweek [RESHPE]
- Succeeds Harpweek Gilded Age V: 1902-1907 -- Harpweek [RESHPF]
- Succeeds Harpweek Gilded Age VI: 1908-1912 -- Harpweek [RESHPE]
- Succeeds Harpweek Reconstruction I: 1866-1871 -- Harpweek [RESHPO]
- Succeeds Harpweek Reconstruction II: 1872-1877 -- Harpweek [RESHPT]

**EBSCOhost**

America: History & Life (EBSCO) -- EBSCOhost [RESFTF]
- Includes America: History & Life (EBSCO) -- EBSCOhost [RESFTF]

Historical Abstracts (EBSCO) -- EBSCOhost [RESFTE]
- Includes Historical Abstracts (EBSCO) -- EBSCOhost [RESFTE]

**ProQuest**

ProQuest Historical Newspapers (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESPHN]
- Includes ProQuest Historical Newspapers (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESPHN]

US Major Dailies -- ProQuest [RESEQCNB]
- Includes Los Angeles Times (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESCRW]
- Includes New York Times Online (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESDBG]
- Includes US Major Dailies -- ProQuest [RESEQCNB]
- Includes Wall Street Journal (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESEFX]
- Succeeds ProQuest Selectable Full Text Newspapers (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESPSN]

**Readex**

Archive of Americana (includes Early American Imprints, Series I: Evans and others) -- Readex [RESSJO]
- Includes American State Papers, 1789-1838 -- Readex [RESSIU]
- Includes Archive of Americana (includes Early American Imprints, Series I: Evans and others) -- Readex [RESSJO]
- Includes Early American Imprints, Series II: Shaw-Shoemaker, 1801-1819 -- Readex [RESSIP]
- Includes Early American Newspapers, Series I, 1690-1876 -- Readex [RESSJR]
- Includes Early American Newspapers, Series II -- Readex [RESGAV]
- Includes U.S. Congressional Serial Set, 1817-1980 -- Readex [RESSIX]
Becky Miller - rcmiller@BERKELEY.EDU

**BioOne**

BioOne Complete -- BioOne [RESPQ0]
Includes BioOne Complete -- BioOne [RESPQ0]
Includes BioOne.1 -- BioOne [RESRBO]

**Company of Biologists**

Company of Biologists -- Company of Biologists [RESRCB]
Includes Company of Biologists -- Company of Biologists [RESRCB]
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rptResourceRLOffice

Bob Heyer-Gray - rheyer@ucdavis.edu

American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers

ASABE Technical Library — American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers [RESRAE]
Includes ASABE Technical Library — American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers [RESRAE]

OCLC

WorldCat (OCLC FirstSearch, includes FirstSearch Databases) — OCLC [RESEKG]
Includes ArchiveGrid -- OCLC [RESBOQ]
Includes ArticleFirst -- OCLC [RESAKQ]
Includes CAMIO: Catalog for Art Images Online -- OCLC [RESDME]
Includes Clase and Periódica -- OCLC [RESAYB]
Includes Electronic Books -- OCLC [RESBJU]
Includes Electronic Collections Online -- OCLC [RESCOF]
Includes OAIster -- OCLC [RESWYH]
Includes PapersFirst -- OCLC [RESDEF]
Includes ProceedingsFirst -- OCLC [RESDLR]
Includes UnionLists of Periodicals Database -- OCLC [RESEDC]
Includes World Almanac -- OCLC [RESEJQ]
Includes WorldCat (OCLC FirstSearch, includes FirstSearch Databases) -- OCLC [RESEKG]
Includes WorldCat Dissertations and Theses -- OCLC [RESWRD]

ProQuest

Materials Science & Engineering Database — ProQuest [RESABJCF]
Includes Earthquake Engineering Abstracts — ProQuest [RESBHV]
Includes Materials Science & Engineering Database — ProQuest [RESABJCF]
Brian Quigley - bquigley@LIBRARY.BERKELEY.EDU

ACM Digital Library

ACM BOOKS -- ACM Digital Library [RESNKVPi]
  Includes ACM BOOKS -- ACM Digital Library [RESNKVPi]

ACM Digital Library -- ACM Digital Library [RESACM]
  Includes ACM Digital Library -- ACM Digital Library [RESACM]

American Mathematical Society

American Mathematical Society Publications -- American Mathematical Society [RESRMA]
  Includes American Mathematical Society Publications -- American Mathematical Society [RESRMA]

MathSciNet -- American Mathematical Society [RESAMS]
  Includes MathSciNet -- American Mathematical Society [RESAMS]

IEEE

IBM Publications (IEEE) -- IEEE [RES8EE]
  Includes IBM Publications (IEEE) -- IEEE [RES8EE]

IEEE - MIT Press eBooks Library -- IEEE [RES-D2]
  Includes IEEE - MIT Press eBooks Library -- IEEE [RES-D2]

IEEE Smart Grid Research -- IEEE [RESABFHJ]
  Includes CABA Impact of Smart Grid -- IEEE [RES9.0]
  Includes IEEE Smart Grid Research -- IEEE [RESABFHJ]

IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEL) -- IEEE [RESRIE]
  Includes IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEL) -- IEEE [RESRIE]

IEEE-Wiley eBooks Library -- IEEE [RES6TE]
  Includes IEEE-Wiley eBooks Library -- IEEE [RES6TE]
Brian Williams - brianrw@UCI.EDU

OCLC

GPO Monthly Catalog -- OCLC [RESBVY]
  Includes  GPO Monthly Catalog -- OCLC [RESBVY]

ProQuest

Ethnic NewsWatch [Current] -- ProQuest [RESM4H]
  Includes  Ethnic NewsWatch [Current] -- ProQuest [RESM4H]
  Succeeds  Ethnic NewsWatch (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESENW]
  Succeeds  Ethnic NewsWatch: A History (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESOEA]

GenderWatch (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESOGW]
  Includes  GenderWatch (Legacy Platform) -- ProQuest [RESOGW]
Truven Health Analytics (was: Thomson Micromedex)

MICROMEDEX Healthcare Series -- Truven Health Analytics (was: Thomson Micromedex) [RESFXL]
Includes MICROMEDEX Healthcare Series -- Truven Health Analytics (was: Thomson Micromedex) [RESFXL]
Callie Holmes - cholmes@library.ucla.edu

Oxford University Press

Oxford Music Online -- Oxford University Press [RESBWH]
Includes  Grove Music Online -- Oxford University Press [RESQBK]
Includes  Oxford Music Online -- Oxford University Press [RESBWH]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Carla Arbagey - carlar@ucr.edu

Gale
17th and 18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers -- Gale [RESIBQ]
   Includes 17th and 18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers -- Gale [RESIBQ]

19th Century U.S. Newspapers -- Gale [RESINC]
   Includes 19th Century U.S. Newspapers -- Gale [RESINC]

Archives of Sexuality & Gender 1, 2, & 3 (ERMS: LGBTQ History and Culture Since 1940, Part I) -- Gale [RESADZFX]
   Includes Archives of Sexuality & Gender 1, 2, & 3 (ERMS: LGBTQ History and Culture Since 1940, Part I) -- Gale [RESADZFX]
   Includes Archives of Sexuality & Gender: LGBTQ History and Culture Since 1940, Part II -- Gale [RESAMMCA]
   Includes Archives of Sexuality & Gender: Sex and Sexuality, Sixteenth to Twentieth Centuries -- Gale [RESASGSS]
   Includes Archives of Sexuality and Gender: International Perspectives on LGBTQ Activism and Culture -- Gale [RESIBE]

Contemporary Women's Issues -- Gale [RESICW]
   Includes Contemporary Women's Issues -- Gale [RESICW]

Eighteenth Century Collections Online -- Gale [RESBJL]
   Includes Eighteenth Century Collections Online -- Gale [RESBJL]

Gale Virtual Reference Library -- Gale [RESEFU]
   Includes Gale Virtual Reference Library -- Gale [RESEFU]

Global Missions and Theology -- Gale [RESJ4G]
   Includes Global Missions and Theology -- Gale [RESJ4G]

Literature Resource Center -- Gale [RESILR]
   Includes Literature Resource Center -- Gale [RESILR]
   Includes Scribner Writers Online (Gale Virtual Reference Library) -- Gale [RESO1N]
   Includes Twayne's Authors Online (Gale Virtual Reference Library) -- Gale [RESO1D]

Making of the Modern World -- Gale [RESAIG]
   Includes Making of the Modern World -- Gale [RESAIG]

Nineteenth Century Collections Online -- Gale [RESXSS]
   Includes Nineteenth Century Collections Online -- Gale [RESXSS]

Sabin Americana, 1500-1926 -- Gale [RESJJJ]
   Includes Sabin Americana, 1500-1926 -- Gale [RESJJJ]

Times Digital Archive, 1785-1985 -- Gale [RESITA]
   Includes Times Digital Archive, 1785-1985 -- Gale [RESITA]

Women's Studies Archive: Voice and Vision -- Gale [RESIGV]
   Includes Women's Studies Archive: Issues and Identities -- Gale [RESWSTAR]
   Includes Women's Studies Archive: Voice and Vision -- Gale [RESIGV]

World Scholar: Latin America and the Caribbean Portal -- Gale [RESJ34]
   Includes World Scholar: Latin America and the Caribbean Portal -- Gale [RESJ34]

Harvard University Press

Loeb Classical Library -- Harvard University Press [RESJXY]
Carla Arbagey - carlar@ucr.edu

Includes  Loeb Classical Library -- Harvard University Press [RESJXY]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
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Christina Cicchetti - christina.cicchetti@ucr.edu

ProQuest

ERIC -- ProQuest [RESBNK]
  Includes  ERIC -- OCLC [RESBNI]
  Includes  ERIC -- ProQuest [RESBNK]
Chuck Huber - huber@LIBRARY.UCSB.EDU

American Chemical Society

- American Chemical Society Web Editions -- American Chemical Society [RESACS]
  - Includes ACS Symposium Series -- American Chemical Society [RES3RI]
  - Includes American Chemical Society Legacy Archives -- American Chemical Society [RESACI]
  - Includes American Chemical Society Single Title Subscriptions -- American Chemical Society [RESXKZ]
  - Includes American Chemical Society Web Editions -- American Chemical Society [RESACS]

Elsevier

- Reaxys -- Elsevier [RES2C1]
  - Includes Reaxys -- Elsevier [RES2C1]
  - Succeeds CrossFire Beilstein -- Elsevier [RESSAG]
### Royal Society of Chemistry

- **Royal Society of Chemistry -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RESRRC]**
  - Includes: Royal Society of Chemistry -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RESRRC]
  - Includes: Royal Society of Chemistry Journals Archive (1841-2004) -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RESRRA]
  - Includes: Royal Society of Chemistry Package Gold -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RESC6K]

- **Royal Society of Chemistry eBooks -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RESQOC]**
  - Includes: Royal Society of Chemistry eBooks -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RESQOC]

### Wiley

- **Blackwell Reference Online -- Wiley [RESKYT]**
  - Includes: Blackwell Reference Online -- Wiley [RESKYT]

- **Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology -- Wiley [RESRWZ]**
  - Includes: Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology -- Wiley [RESRWZ]

- **Wiley InterScience Journals -- Wiley [RESRWI]**
  - Includes: Blackwell-Synergy -- Wiley [RESRSY]
  - Includes: Blackwell-Synergy Backfiles -- Wiley [RESRYK]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Analytical Sciences Backfiles -- Wiley [RESRWQ]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Biotechnology, Biochemistry, and Biophysics Backfile Collection -- Wiley [RESRBB]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Cell and Developmental Biology Backfiles -- Wiley [RESRW R]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Chemistry Backfile Collection -- Wiley [RESRWK]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Genetics and Evolution Backfiles -- Wiley [RESRWV]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Journal of Pathology Backfiles -- Wiley [RESRWX]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Journals -- Wiley [RESRWI]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Materials Science Backfile Collection -- Wiley [RESRMW]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Neuroscience Backfile Collection -- Wiley [RESRWD]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Numerical Engineering Backfile Collection -- Wiley [RESRWS]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Physics and Astronomy Backfiles -- Wiley [RESRNW]
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Polymer Backfile Collection -- Wiley [RESRWB]
  - Includes: Wiley-Blackwell Chemistry Societies Backfiles -- Wiley [RESWSR]
  - Includes: Wiley-Blackwell General Medicine Backfiles -- Wiley [RES3U8]
  - Includes: Wiley-Blackwell Journals (Frontfile Content) -- Wiley [RES1OC]

- **Wiley InterScience Online Books -- Wiley [RESGGH]**
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Online Books -- Wiley [RESGGH]
  - Includes: Wiley-Blackwell Online Books - All Titles (includes Withdrawn titles) -- Wiley [RESW1A]

- **Wiley InterScience Reference Works -- Wiley [RESGGI]**
  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Reference Works -- Wiley [RESGGI]

  - Includes: Wiley InterScience Current Protocols -- Wiley [RESRWC]

- **Wiley-Blackwell Online Reference Works -- Wiley [RES3TA]**
Cory Craig - cjcraig@UCDAVIS.EDU

Includes

- Wiley-Blackwell Online Reference Works -- Wiley [RES3TA]
Courtney Hoffner - choffner@library.ucla.edu

American Physical Society

American Physical Society Journals -- American Physical Society [RES3MX]
  Includes  American Physical Society Journals -- American Physical Society [RES3MX]
  Includes  American Physical Society Journals (Scitation) -- American Physical Society [RESRPH]
  Includes  PROLA - Physical Review Online Archive -- American Physical Society [RESZPR]
Dan Goldstein - dgoldstein@UCDAVIS.EDU

**EBSCOhost**

History of Science, Technology and Medicine -- EBSCOhost [RESUW7]

Includes History of Science, Technology and Medicine -- EBSCOhost [RESUW7]

Succeeds History of Science, Technology and Medicine -- OCLC [RESDRA]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL

Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

rptResourcexRLAssigned

Dave Schmitt - dschmitt@ucsd.edu

Elsevier

  - Includes eBook - Health Professions 2019 [EBCHP19] -- Elsevier [RESBIIFL]

ScienceDirect eBooks -- Elsevier [RESHGY]

- Includes eBook - Agricultural, Biological, and Food Sciences 2015 [EBCABS15] -- Elsevier [RESLNXRZ]
  - Includes eBook - Agricultural, Biological, and Food Sciences 2016 [EBCABS16] -- Elsevier [RESBIUHW]
  - Includes eBook - Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology 2015 [EBCBGMB15] -- Elsevier [RESLOITT]
  - Includes eBook - Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology 2016 [EBCBGMB16] -- Elsevier [RESBLIOK]
  - Includes eBook - Biomedical Science and Medicine 2015 [EBCBSM15] -- Elsevier [RESLRHII]
  - Includes eBook - Biomedical Science and Medicine 2016 [EBCBSM16] -- Elsevier [RESBLISD]
  - Includes eBook - Chemical Engineering 2016 [EBCCE16] -- Elsevier [RESBMYCL]
  - Includes eBook - Chemistry 2016 [EBCC16] -- Elsevier [RESBNZLQ]
  - Includes eBook - Computer Science 2016 [EBCCS16] -- Elsevier [RESBQVZD]
  - Includes eBook - Engineering 2016 [EBCE16] -- Elsevier [RESCHKTG]
  - Includes eBook - Environmental Science 2016 [EBCES16] -- Elsevier [RESPCFC]
  - Includes eBook - Immunology and Microbiology 2015 [EBCIM15] -- Elsevier [RESOHWT]
  - Includes eBook - Immunology and Microbiology 2016 [EBCIM16] -- Elsevier [RESCLSTAT]
  - Includes eBook - Neuroscience 2016 [EBCN16] -- Elsevier [RESEXDM]
  - Includes eBook - Physics and Astronomy 2016 [EBCPA16] -- Elsevier [RESEKLRK]
  - Includes eBook - Psychology 2016 [EBCP16] -- Elsevier [RESEVFVT]
  - Includes eBook - Social Sciences 2016 [EBCSS16] -- Elsevier [RESEYUIW]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Includes</th>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author/Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>eBook - Veterinary Medicine 2019 [EBCVM19] -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESCVMFT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Agricultural and Biological Sciences eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.4G]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Agricultural and Biological Sciences eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.4J]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Biomedical Science and Medicine eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.4K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Biomedical Science and Medicine eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.<strong>M</strong>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Chemical Engineering eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.4M]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Chemical Engineering eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Chemistry eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5Q]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Chemistry eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Clinical Medicine eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5S]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Computer Science eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5T]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Computer Science eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Earth and Planetary Sciences eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5U]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Earth and Planetary Sciences eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect eBooks -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESHGY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Energy eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5V]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Energy eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Engineering eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Engineering eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Environmental Science eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5X]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Environmental Science eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Finance eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.5Z]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Finance eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.B]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Forensics, Security, and Criminal Justice eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.6-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Forensics, Security, and Criminal Justice eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Health Professions eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.6.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Immunology and Microbiology eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Immunology and Microbiology eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.F]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Materials Science eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Materials Science eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.G]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Mathematics eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Mathematics eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.H]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Neuroscience eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Neuroscience eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.I]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutical Science eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutical Science eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.J]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Physics and Astronomy eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Physics and Astronomy eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG.K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Plastics Engineering Hanser 2015 [EBCPEH15] -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESOYFOP]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Plastics Engineering Hanser eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RESG~L]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td>ScienceDirect Psychology eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier</td>
<td>[RES.68]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dave Schmitt - dschmitt@ucsd.edu

Includes  
ScienceDirect Psychology eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier [RESGL]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Social Sciences 2015 [EBCS15] -- Elsevier [RESPDBLI]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Social Sciences eBook Collection 2014 -- Elsevier [RESGO]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Veterinary Medicine eBook Collection 2013 -- Elsevier [RES6A]

ScienceDirect Journals -- Elsevier [RESFDB]
Includes  
Elsevier Clinics -- Elsevier [RESSTUB114]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Agricultural & Biological Sciences Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSAB]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Agricultural and Biological Sciences Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESSLV]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Biochemistry, Genetics & Molecular Biology Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSBG]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESSHL]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Business, Management & Accounting Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSBM]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Business, Management and Accounting Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESSBL]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Cell Press Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSCP]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Chemical Engineering Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSCE]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Chemical Engineering Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESSLY]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Computer Science Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSABC]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Computer Science Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESSLZ]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Decision Sciences Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSDS]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Earth & Planetary Sciences Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSEP]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Earth and Planetary Sciences Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHA]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Economics, Econometrics & Finance Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSEE]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Economics, Econometrics and Finance Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHM]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Energy & Power Backfiles -- Elsevier [RESSAC]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Engineering & Technology Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSET]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Environmental Science Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSEN]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Environmental Science Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMC]
Includes  
ScienceDirect FEBS Letters Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSFE]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2009 -- Elsevier [RESSEP2]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2010 -- Elsevier [RESSEP3]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2011 -- Elsevier [RESSDF]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2012 -- Elsevier [RESQ38]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2013 -- Elsevier [RES1]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2014 -- Elsevier [RESB]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2015 -- Elsevier [RESOAUVE]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2016 -- Elsevier [RESBLXMC]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2017 -- Elsevier [RESSAOAW]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Freedom Collection 2018 -- Elsevier [RESAGU]
Includes  
ScienceDirect High Energy/Nuclear Physics & Astronomy Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSHN]
Includes  
ScienceDirect High Energy/Nuclear Physics and Astronomy Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHME]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Immunology & Microbiology Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSIN]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Immunology and Microbiology Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMG]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Inorganic Chemistry Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSIC]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Inorganic Chemistry Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMH]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Journals -- Elsevier [RESFDB]
Includes  
ScienceDirect Lancet Backfiles -- Elsevier [RESSAD]
Dave Schmitt - dschmitt@ucsd.edu

Includes  ScienceDirect Materials Science Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSMS]  
Includes  ScienceDirect Mathematics Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSME] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Mathematics Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMJ] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Medicine & Dentistry Backfiles -- Elsevier [RESSAE] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Medicine and Dentistry Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMK] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Medicine and Dentistry Supplement 2 -- Elsevier [RESHMO] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Neuroscience Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSNS] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Neuroscience Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMQ] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Nursing and Health Professions Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSNH] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Nursing and Health Professions Subject Collection -- Elsevier [RESSNG] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Organic Chemistry Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSOC] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Organic Chemistry Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMS] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutics Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSPT] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutics Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMT] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Physical & Analytical Chemistry Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSCH] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Physical and Analytical Chemistry Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMU] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Physics General Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSPG] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Physics General Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMV] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Psychology Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSPS] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Psychology Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMW] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Reference Works -- Elsevier [RESSRW] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Social Science Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSSS] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Social Science Supplement 1 -- Elsevier [RESHMY] 
Includes  ScienceDirect Veterinary Science and Veterinary Medicine Backfile -- Elsevier [RESSVS] 

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.  
Mary Ann Liebert Online -- Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. [RESRML]  
Includes  Mary Ann Liebert Legacy Content -- Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. [RES6AZ]  
Includes  Mary Ann Liebert Online -- Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. [RESRML]
ProQuest

Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals -- ProQuest [RESANC]
Includes Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals -- ProQuest [RESANC]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRL Assigned

David Michalski - michalski@UCDAVIS.EDU

Oxford University Press

Oxford Journals -- Oxford University Press [RESROX]
  Includes Oxford Journals -- Oxford University Press [RESROX]
  Includes Oxford Journals Archive -- Oxford University Press [RESROZ]
David Rios - david.rios@ucr.edu

Alexander Street Press
Latin American Women Writers -- Alexander Street Press [RESAWR]
Includes Latin American Women Writers -- Alexander Street Press [RESAWR]
Deborah Kegel - dkegel@UCSD.EDU

**Engineering Village**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSPEC -- Engineering Village</strong></td>
<td>[RESCII]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td><strong>INSPEC -- Engineering Village</strong> [RESCII]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td><strong>INSPEC Archive -- Engineering Village</strong> [RESSTUB144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succeeds</td>
<td><strong>Inspec -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters)</strong> [RESCIG]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succeeds</td>
<td><strong>INSPEC (Ovid) -- Ovid</strong> [RESEUY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succeeds</td>
<td><strong>Inspec Archive -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters)</strong> [RESSTUB145]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Optical Society of America**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OpticsInfoBase -- Optical Society of America</strong></td>
<td>[RESROP]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td><strong>OpticsInfoBase -- Optical Society of America</strong> [RESROP]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOCUS - SIAM's Online Journal Archive</strong></td>
<td>-- Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics [RESRJG]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td><strong>LOCUS - SIAM's Online Journal Archive -- Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics</strong> [RESRJG]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIAM ebook</strong></td>
<td>-- Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics [RES7M3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes</td>
<td><strong>SIAM ebook -- Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics</strong> [RES7M3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Diana King - diking@LIBRARY.UCLA.EDU

**EBSCOhost**

**Play Index -- EBSCOhost [RESQV6]**
- Includes: Play Index -- EBSCOhost [RESQV6]
- Succeeds: Play Index -- H.W. Wilson [RESPLA]

**Women's Studies International -- EBSCOhost [RESEJL]**
- Includes: Women's Studies International -- EBSCOhost [RESEJL]
- Succeeds: Women's Studies International -- NISC International, Inc. [RESJVR]

**ProQuest**

**FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals Journals -- ProQuest [RESAIUKI]**
- Includes: FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals Journals -- ProQuest [RESAIUKI]
- Succeeds: FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESPKA]

**International Index to the Performing Arts Full Text -- ProQuest [RESCIP]**
- Includes: International Index to the Performing Arts Full Text -- ProQuest [RESCIP]
Elisa Cortez - elisac@ucr.edu

McGraw Hill Companies
Access Medicine -- McGraw Hill Companies [RESACG]
  Includes Access Medicine -- McGraw Hill Companies [RESACG]
OMMBID -- McGraw Hill Companies [RESQFP]
  Includes OMMBID -- McGraw Hill Companies [RESQFP]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL

Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Elliott Smith - esmith@library.berkeley.edu

BioMedCentral

BioMedCentral -- BioMedCentral [RESBMC]

Includes BioMedCentral -- BioMedCentral [RESBMC]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Gary Colmenar - colmenar@LIBRARY.UCSB.EDU

PhilPapers Foundation
PhilPapers -- PhilPapers Foundation [RESP-.]
Includes PhilPapers -- PhilPapers Foundation [RESP-.]
Harold Colson - hcolson@UCSD.EDU

**Elsevier**

ScienceDirect Handbooks in Economics Series -- Elsevier [RESJOW]
- Includes Handbooks in Economics -- Elsevier [RESQEL]
- Includes ScienceDirect Handbooks in Economics Series -- Elsevier [RESJOW]

**LexisNexis**

Nexis Uni -- LexisNexis [RESNXTH]
- Includes Nexis Uni -- LexisNexis [RESNXTH]
- Succeeds LexisNexis Academic -- LexisNexis [RESLXU]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Hilary Schiraldi - hschiral@library.berkeley.edu

Global Financial Data

Global Financial Data -- Global Financial Data [RESNKT]
  Includes     Global Financial Data -- Global Financial Data [RESNKT]
Hong Cheng - chengh@LIBRARY.UCLA.EDU

Apabi
Apabi Chinese E-books -- Apabi [RESBCA]
Includes Apabi Chinese E-books -- Apabi [RESBCA]

Dragonsource.com Inc
Qikan -- Dragonsource.com Inc Inc [RESBBR]
Includes Qikan -- Dragonsource.com Inc Inc [RESBBR]

Eastview
Gujin Tushu Jicheng -- Eastview [RESQCD]
Includes Gujin Tushu Jicheng -- Eastview [RESQCD]

EPS China Data Inc
EPS China Statistics -- EPS China Data Inc [RESAYRDC]
Includes EPS China Statistics -- EPS China Data Inc [RESAYRDC]

Transmission Books
Udndata-United Daily News (聯合知識庫-聯合報) -- Transmission Books [RESTBZ]
Includes Udndata-United Daily News (聯合知識庫-聯合報) -- Transmission Books [RESTBZ]

Tudor Tech System Co. Ltd
Taiwan Wenxian Congkan -- Tudor Tech System Co. Ltd [RESTTE]
Includes Taiwan Wenxian Congkan -- Tudor Tech System Co. Ltd [RESTTE]
Jackie Spafford - spafford@hfa.ucsb.edu

ARTstor

ARTstor -- ARTstor [RESAKX]
  Includes   ARTstor -- ARTstor [RESAKX]
  Includes   Saskia -- Scholars Resource [RES2BW]

JSTOR Forum (was: Shared Shelf) -- ARTstor [RESS~1]
  Includes   JSTOR Forum (was: Shared Shelf) -- ARTstor [RESS~1]
Jan Carter - jcarter@LIBRARY.BERKELEY.EDU

**EBSCOhost**

ATLA Religion -- EBSCOhost [RESAMF]
  Includes ATLA Religion -- EBSCOhost [RESAMF]

**ProQuest**

Index Islamicus -- ProQuest [RESCEU]
  Includes Index Islamicus -- ProQuest [RESCEU]

Philosopher's Index -- ProQuest [RESDJL]
  Includes Philosopher's Index -- ProQuest [RESDJL]
Jane Faulkner - faulkner@LIBRARY.UCSB.EDU

Alexander Street Press

Early Encounters in North America -- Alexander Street Press [RESBHR]
  Includes Early Encounters in North America -- Alexander Street Press [RESBHR]

North American Women's Letters and Diaries -- Alexander Street Press [RESDCR]
  Includes North American Women's Letters and Diaries -- Alexander Street Press [RESDCR]

Scottish Women Poets of the Romantic Period -- Alexander Street Press [RESSWP]
  Includes Scottish Women Poets of the Romantic Period -- Alexander Street Press [RESSWP]

The Sixties: Primary Documents and Personal Narratives -- Alexander Street Press [RESPLY]
  Includes The Sixties: Primary Documents and Personal Narratives -- Alexander Street Press [RESPLY]

  Succeeds Women and Social Movements in the United States, 1600-2000 -- Alexander Street Press [RESEJI]

Chadwyck-Healey

20th Century African-American Poetry -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESAAI]
  Includes 20th Century African-American Poetry -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESAAI]

20th Century American Poetry -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESAAJ]
  Includes 20th Century American Poetry -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESAAJ]

20th Century English Poetry -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESAAK]
  Includes 20th Century English Poetry -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESAAK]

ProQuest

Literature Online (LION) -- ProQuest [RESCLO]
  Includes Literature Online (LION) -- ProQuest [RESCLO]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Janine Henri - jhenri@library.ucla.edu

Archivision
Archivision Library - Base Collection -- Archivision [RESAG5]
  Includes Archivision Library - Addition Module One -- Archivision [RESAG6]
  Includes Archivision Library - Addition Module Two -- Archivision [RESAG7]
  Includes Archivision Library - Base Collection -- Archivision [RESAG5]

Oxford University Press
Oxford Art Online -- Oxford University Press [RESBWG]
  Includes Grove Art Online -- Oxford University Press [RES~EO]
  Includes Oxford Art Online -- Oxford University Press [RESBWG]
Jennifer Osorio - josoriok@library.ucla.edu

University of California Regents
Hispanic-American Periodicals Index (HAPI) -- University of California Regents [RESECQ]
Includes Hispanic-American Periodicals Index (HAPI) -- University of California Regents [RESECQ]
Joseph Yue - josephyue@LIBRARY.UCLA.EDU

**EBSCOhost**

Academic Search Complete -- EBSCOhost [RESESX]
- Includes Academic Search Complete -- EBSCOhost [RESESX]
- Includes Middle Search Plus -- EBSCOhost [REEMMM]
- Includes Primary Search -- EBSCOhost [RESEPR]

Alternative Press Index -- EBSCOhost [RES7MA]
- Includes Alternative Press Index -- EBSCOhost [RES7MA]
- Includes Alternative Press Index Archive -- EBSCOhost [RES9DR]
- Succeeds Alternative Press Index -- OCLC [RESAFH]

Family & Society Studies Worldwide -- EBSCOhost [RESBPZ]
- Includes Family & Society Studies Worldwide -- EBSCOhost [RESBPZ]
- Succeeds Family and Society Studies Worldwide -- NISC International, Inc. [RESBQA]

**Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development**

OECD iLibrary -- Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development [RESRSO]
- Includes OECD iLibrary -- Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development [RESRSO]

**Oxford University Press**

Oxford Reference Online: Premium -- Oxford University Press [RESGAS]
- Includes Oxford Reference Online: Literature -- Oxford University Press [RESDHG]
- Includes Oxford Reference Online: Premium -- Oxford University Press [RESGAS]
- Includes Oxford Reference Online: Western Civilization -- Oxford University Press [RESICI]

**ProQuest**

Social Services Abstracts -- ProQuest [RESDVZ]
- Includes Social Services Abstracts -- ProQuest [RESDVZ]

Worldwide Political Science Abstracts -- ProQuest [RESEKM]
- Includes Worldwide Political Science Abstracts -- ProQuest [RESEKM]

**World Bank**

World Bank e-Library -- World Bank [RESDUQ]
- Includes World Bank e-Library -- World Bank [RESDUQ]
- Succeeds Global Development Finance -- World Bank [RES3EG]
- Succeeds World Bank Worldwide Development Indicators -- World Bank [RESEJT]
- Succeeds World Development Indicators (WDI) -- World Bank [RES2RP]
American Association for the Advancement of Science

Science Magazine -- American Association for the Advancement of Science [RESBKF]
  Includes Science Magazine -- American Association for the Advancement of Science [RESBKF]
  Includes Signal Transduction Knowledge Environment (STKE) -- American Association for the Advancement of Science [RESBYM]

American Society for Testing and Materials

ASTM Standards and Engineering Digital Library -- American Society for Testing and Materials [RESEYL]
  Includes ASTM Standards -- American Society for Testing and Materials [RESSTT]
  Includes ASTM Standards and Engineering Digital Library -- American Society for Testing and Materials [RESEYL]

American Society of Civil Engineers

ASCE Library -- American Society of Civil Engineers [RESRAC]
  Includes ASCE Conference Proceedings -- American Society of Civil Engineers [RESRWO]
  Includes ASCE E-books and Standards -- American Society of Civil Engineers [RES10E]
  Includes ASCE Library -- American Society of Civil Engineers [RESRAC]

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

ASME Transactions Journals (Current) -- American Society of Mechanical Engineers [RESRAI]
  Includes ASME eBooks -- American Society of Mechanical Engineers [RESJS7]
  Includes ASME Proceedings (Archives) -- American Society of Mechanical Engineers [RESSDN]
  Includes ASME Proceedings (Current) -- American Society of Mechanical Engineers [RESSAP]
  Includes ASME Transactions Journals (Archives) -- American Society of Mechanical Engineers [RESSAI]
  Includes ASME Transactions Journals (Current) -- American Society of Mechanical Engineers [RESRAI]

CRC Press LLC

CRCNetBase (includes ENGnetBASE and others) -- CRC Press LLC [RESBMO]
  Includes ATSDR’s Toxicological Profiles -- CRC Press LLC [RESAVW]
  Includes CHEMnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESAWT]
  Includes CRC Journals -- CRC Press LLC [RESRRB]
  Includes CRCNetBase (includes ENGnetBASE and others) -- CRC Press LLC [RESBMO]
  Includes ENVROnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESENU]
  Includes FOODnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESAWN]
  Includes FORENSICnetBASE / LawENFORCEMENTnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESAIX]
  Includes InfoSECURITYnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESAJ5]
  Includes ITKnowledgeBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESAIC]
  Includes MATHnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESAKV]
  Includes NEUROSCIENCEnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESAXE]
  Includes STATSnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESALV]
  Includes STM netBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RES5~G]
  Includes WATERnetBASE -- CRC Press LLC [RESNER]

Ebrary

Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Julia Gelfand - jgelfand@UCI.EDU

Includes  Ebrary Momentum Press 2014 Digital Library -- Ebrary [RESN~]
Includes  Ebrary Momentum Press Professional Reference Ebook Collection -- Ebrary [RES-3W]

Institution of Engineering and Technology

IET Digital Library - Books -- Institution of Engineering and Technology [RESTF4]
Includes  IET Digital Library - Books -- Institution of Engineering and Technology [RESTF4]

Materials Research Society

MRS Online Proceedings Library -- Materials Research Society [RESD81]
Includes  MRS Online Proceedings Library -- Materials Research Society [RESD81]
Succeeds  Materials Research Society Journals -- Materials Research Society [RESRMR]

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

Synthesis (includes Collection One and others) -- Morgan & Claypool Publishers [RESSYN]
Includes  Colloquium digital library of life sciences (Includes Collection One) -- Morgan & Claypool Publishers [RES95Z]
Includes  Synthesis (includes Collection One and others) -- Morgan & Claypool Publishers [RESSYN]
Includes  Synthesis Collection Four -- Morgan & Claypool Publishers [RES60J]
Includes  Synthesis Collection Seven -- Morgan & Claypool Publishers [RESSIVXP]

Now Publishers

Now Publishers Journals -- Now Publishers [RESNOJ]
Includes  Now Publishers Journals -- Now Publishers [RESNOJ]

ProQuest

AESD -- ProQuest [RESSTUB118]
Includes  AESD -- ProQuest [RESSTUB118]

SAE International

SAE Mobilus -- SAE International [RESSAF]
Includes  SAE Mobilus -- SAE International [RESSAF]
Includes  SAE Mobilus Technical Papers -- SAE International [RESDP1]
Includes  SAE Technical Papers, Back File C (1964-1979) -- SAE International [RESAFRBM]
Julia Gelfand - jgelfand@UCI.EDU

Safari Books Online


Taylor & Francis

Taylor & Francis Current Content Access -- Taylor & Francis [RESTFL]

Trans Tech Publishers
Katherine Koziar - katherine.koziar@ucr.edu

MIT

MIT Press Journals -- MIT [RESRMI]
Includes MIT Press Journals -- MIT [RESRMI]
Ken Lyons - kbplyons@ucsc.edu

**EBSCOhost**

- **Music Index -- EBSCOhost [RESEMN]**
  - Includes: Music Index -- EBSCOhost [RESEMN]
  - Succeeds: Music Index Online -- Harmonie Park Press [RESBWO]

**Oxford University Press**

- **Oxford History of Western Music -- Oxford University Press [RES9XK]**
  - Includes: Oxford History of Western Music -- Oxford University Press [RES9XK]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Kristen Labonte - klabonte@ucsb.edu

Nature Publishing
Scientific American (Current and Archive Online) -- Nature Publishing [RES32Z]
Includes Scientific American (Current and Archive Online) -- Nature Publishing [RES32Z]
Kuei Chiu - kuei.chiu@UCR.EDU

**East View Information Services**

China Academic Journals (Includes Economy & Management (Series J) - Chinese and others) -- East View Information Services [RESVEH]

Includes Century Journals Project - Education/Social Sciences (Series H) -- East View Information Services [RESSXI]
Includes Century Journals Project - Literature/History/Philosophy (Series F) -- East View Information Services [RESSXG]
Includes Century Journals Project - Politics/Military Affairs/Law (Series G) -- East View Information Services [RESSXH]
Includes Century Journals Project (Includes Economy & Management (Series J)) -- East View Information Services [RESSXK]
Includes China Academic Journals - Education/Social Sciences (Series H) - Chinese -- East View Information Services [RESVEU]
Includes China Academic Journals - Literature/History/Philosophy (Series F) - Chinese -- East View Information Services [RESVLP]
Includes China Academic Journals - Politics/Military Affairs/Law (Series G) - Chinese -- East View Information Services [RESVEC]
Includes China Academic Journals (Includes Economy & Management (Series J) - Chinese and others) -- East View Information Services [RESVE

**JSTOR**

JSTOR (includes Arts & Sciences I and others) -- JSTOR [RESJAS]

Includes JSTOR (includes Arts & Sciences I and others) -- JSTOR [RESJAS]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences I Current Collection -- JSTOR [RESB9O]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences II -- JSTOR [RESJAC]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences II Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9ES]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences III -- JSTOR [RESJAT]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences III Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9E6]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences IV -- JSTOR [RESJAV]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences IV Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9E7]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences IX -- JSTOR [RES9BT]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences V -- JSTOR [RESJAF]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences V Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9E8]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences VI -- JSTOR [RESJAB]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences VI Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9E9]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences VII -- JSTOR [RESJAA]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences VII Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9EA]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences VIII -- JSTOR [RES2N9]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences VIII Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9EB]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences X -- JSTOR [RESNB9]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences XI -- JSTOR [RESX62]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences XII -- JSTOR [RES058]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences XIII -- JSTOR [RESJ0B]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences XIV -- JSTOR [RESABIWW]
Includes JSTOR Arts & Sciences XV -- JSTOR [RESACHDO]
Includes JSTOR Business II -- JSTOR [RESJBU]
Includes JSTOR Business II Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9EH]
Includes JSTOR Complete Current Scholarship Collection -- JSTOR [RES9EE]
Includes JSTOR eBooks -- JSTOR [RES~16]
Includes JSTOR Ecology & Botany II -- JSTOR [RES2~F]
Includes JSTOR Global Plants -- JSTOR [RES3D-]
Includes JSTOR Jewish Studies -- JSTOR [RES.UQ]
Kuei Chiu - kuei.chiu@UCR.EDU

Includes: JSTOR Life Sciences -- JSTOR [RESJLS]
Includes: JSTOR Life Sciences Current Collection -- JSTOR [RES9ED]
Kyra Folk-Farber - kfolk-farber@library.ucsb.edu

**Naxos International (Far East)**

Naxos Music Library -- Naxos International (Far East) [RESCZN]

Includes  
Naxos Music Library -- Naxos International (Far East) [RESCZN]

Includes  
Naxos Music Library Jazz -- Naxos International (Far East) [RESCUA]

**ProQuest**

International Index to Music Periodicals Full Text -- ProQuest [RESCIM]

Includes  
International Index to Music Periodicals Full Text -- ProQuest [RESCIM]
Laura Schwartz - l7schwartz@UCSD.EDU

ProQuest

ARTbibliographies Modern -- ProQuest [RESAKJ]

Includes ARTbibliographies Modern -- ProQuest [RESAKJ]
Lynn Cunningham - lynncunningham@BERKELEY.EDU

ProQuest

International Bibliography of Art (IBA) -- ProQuest [RES8XN]
  Includes International Bibliography of Art (IBA) -- ProQuest [RES8XN]
Michael Oppenheim - moppenhe@LIBRARY.UCLA.EDU

**EBSCOhost**

- Business Source Complete -- EBSCOhost [RESEBU]
  - Includes Business Source Complete -- EBSCOhost [RESEBU]
  - Includes Regional Business News -- EBSCOhost [RESEBW]

**ProQuest**

- Factiva -- ProQuest [RESFAC]
  - Includes Factiva -- ProQuest [RESFAC]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Michele Potter - michele.potter@UCR.EDU

Engineering Village
Compendex -- Engineering Village [RESBJJ]
  Includes Compendex -- Engineering Village [RESBJJ]
  Includes Compendex Engineering Index Backfile -- Engineering Village [RESSTUB131]

Springer-Verlag
Springer Books -- Springer-Verlag [RESSBO]
  Includes Springer Books -- Springer-Verlag [RESSBO]
  Includes Springer_Book_Series (2000-2008) -- Library Specific Holdings [RESACQIU]
  Succeeds Springer Book Series -- Springer-Verlag [RESRSU]

SpringerLink (Includes Contemporary (1997 - Present)) -- Springer-Verlag [RESRSV]
  Includes Springer Online Journal Archives (Through 1996) -- Springer-Verlag [RESRHV]
  Includes SpringerLink (Includes Contemporary (1997 - Present)) -- Springer-Verlag [RESRSV]
Mitchell Brown - mcbrown@uci.edu

**Knovel**

**Knovel Library -- Knovel [RESCMZ]**

- Includes Knovel Adhesives, Coatings, Sealants & Inks Library -- Knovel [RESKXA]
- Includes Knovel Aerospace & Radar Technology Library -- Knovel [RESKXB]
- Includes Knovel Biochemistry, Biology & Biotechnology Library -- Knovel [RESKXD]
- Includes Knovel Ceramics & Ceramic Engineering Library -- Knovel [RESKXE]
- Includes Knovel Chemistry & Chemical Engineering Library -- Knovel [RESKXF]
- Includes Knovel Civil Engineering & Construction Materials Library -- Knovel [RESKXH]
- Includes Knovel Computer Hardware Engineering Library - Academic Collection -- Knovel [RESQ8K]
- Includes Knovel Earth Sciences Library -- Knovel [RESKXI]
- Includes Knovel Electrical & Power Engineering Library -- Knovel [RESKXN]
- Includes Knovel Electronics & Semiconductors Library -- Knovel [RESKXP]
- Includes Knovel Environment & Environmental Engineering Library -- Knovel [RESKXR]
- Includes Knovel Food Science Library -- Knovel [RESKXT]
- Includes Knovel General Engineering & Engineering Management Library -- Knovel [RESKXU]
- Includes Knovel Industrial Engineering & Operations Management Library -- Knovel [RESOPU]
- Includes Knovel Library -- Knovel [RESCMZ]
- Includes Knovel Mechanics & Mechanical Engineering Library -- Knovel [RESKXV]
- Includes Knovel Metals & Metallurgy Library -- Knovel [RESKXW]
- Includes Knovel Nanotechnology Library -- Knovel [RESSXX]
- Includes Knovel Oil & Gas Engineering Library -- Knovel [RESKXZ]
- Includes Knovel Optics & Photonics Library -- Knovel [RESEK5]
- Includes Knovel Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics & Toiletries Library -- Knovel [RESKYA]
- Includes Knovel Plastics & Rubber Library -- Knovel [RESKYC]
- Includes Knovel Process Design, Control & Automation Library -- Knovel [RESJ65]
- Includes Knovel Safety & Industrial Hygiene Library -- Knovel [RESKYF]
- Includes Knovel Sustainable Energy & Development Library - Academic Collection -- Knovel [RESKV3]
- Includes Knovel Textiles Library -- Knovel [RESKYS]
- Includes Knovel Transportation Engineering Library - Academic Collection -- Knovel [RESKV5]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL

Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Nicole Carpenter - ncarp@uci.edu

**EBSCOhost**

- Anthropology Plus -- EBSCOhost [RESUW3]
  - Includes Anthropology Plus -- EBSCOhost [RESUW3]
  - Succeeds Anthropology Plus -- OCLC [RESFVX]

**ProQuest**

- PsycARTICLES -- ProQuest [RESJSC]
  - Includes APA PsycArticles -- ProQuest [RESCPB]
  - Includes PsycARTICLES -- ProQuest [RESJSC]
  - Includes PsycINFO -- ProQuest [RESDOI]

**Wiley**

- AnthroSource -- Wiley [RESWYN]
  - Includes AnthroSource -- Wiley [RESWYN]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL

Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Penny Coppernoll-Blach - pblach@UCSD.EDU

American Association for Cancer Research

American Association for Cancer Research -- American Association for Cancer Research [RESRCR]

Includes American Association for Cancer Research -- American Association for Cancer Research [RESRCR]
Richard Caldwell - caldwell@library.ucsb.edu

Chadwyck-Healey

C19: Nineteenth Century Index -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESNCI]
Includes C19: Nineteenth Century Index -- Chadwyck-Healey [RESNCI]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWW Online -- Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins [RESRLZ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes Journals@Ovid LWW Journal Definitive Archive Collection -- Ovid [RESJK8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes Journals@Ovid LWW Legacy Archive -- Ovid [RESOLG]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include Journals@Ovid LWW Total Access Collection -- Ovid [RESOLW]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes LWW Online -- Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins [RESRLZ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Robert Gore - rjcgore@library.ucla.edu

**EBSCOhost**

Art and Architecture Source -- EBSCOhost [RES*IF]
- Includes Art and Architecture Source -- EBSCOhost [RES*IF]
- Includes Art Index Retrospective: 1929-1984 -- EBSCOhost [RESAKF]
- Succeeds Art Full Text (H.W. Wilson) -- EBSCOhost [RESQE9]

Index to 19th Century American Art Periodicals -- EBSCOhost [RESUW8]
- Includes Index to 19th Century American Art Periodicals -- EBSCOhost [RESUW8]
- Succeeds Index to 19th Century American Art Periodicals -- OCLC [RESFUS]

**Princeton University**

Index of Medieval Art -- Princeton University [RESDLK]
- Includes Index of Medieval Art -- Princeton University [RESDLK]
Roberto Delgadillo - rdelgadillo@ucdavis.edu

Alexander Street Press

Latino Literature -- Alexander Street Press [RESLLP]
  Includes  Latino Literature -- Alexander Street Press [RESLLP]
Ruby Bell-Gam - rbellgam@LIBRARY.UCLA.EDU

EBSCOhost
Africa-Wide Information -- EBSCOhost [RESKSC]
Includes Africa-Wide Information -- EBSCOhost [RESKSC]
Succeeds Biblioline Africa-Wide: NiPAD -- NISC International, Inc. [RESAFD]
Ruth Gustafson - ragustafson@UCDAVIS.EDU

Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters)

Journal Citation Reports -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESCKZ]
- Includes Essential Science Indicators (ESI) -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters Scientific) [RESBNS]
- Includes Journal Citation Reports -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESCKZ]
- Includes Thomson Extras for Lab -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESSTUB135]

MEDLINE -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESEIF]
- Includes MEDLINE -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESEIF]

Web of Science -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESEGQ]
- Includes Biosis Citation Index -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RES64M]
- Includes Biosis Previews -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESAQN]
- Includes Book Citation Index Science -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RES9-7]
- Includes Book Citation Index Social Sciences & Humanities -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RES9-8]
- Includes Conference Proceedings Citation Index -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESO7N]
- Includes Current Chemical Reactions -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RES1KN]
- Includes Current Contents Connect: Arts & Humanities -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESHHH]
- Includes Current Contents Connect: Business Collection -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESHHI]
- Includes Current Contents Connect: Engineering, Computing & Technology -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESHHI]
- Includes Current Contents Connect: Life Sciences -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESHHF]
- Includes Current Contents Connect: Social & Behavioral Sciences -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESDVL]
- Includes Current Contents Connect: Agriculture, Biology & Environmental Sciences -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESHHD]
- Includes Current Contents Connect: Clinical Medicine -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESHHE]
- Includes Data Citation Index -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RES77~]
- Includes Derwent Innovations Index -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESHLS]
- Includes Emerging Sources Citation Index -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters Scientific) [RESEQBCS]
- Includes Index Chemicus -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RES1KM]
- Includes Science Citation Index Expanded -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESDTL]
- Includes Web of Science -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESEGQ]
- Includes WOK Web of Science Arts & Humanities Citation Index -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters Scientific) [RESEIF]
- Includes WOK Web of Science Science Citation Index Expanded -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters) [RESEJG]
- Includes WOK Web of Science Social Sciences Citation Index -- Clarivate Analytics (was: Thomson Reuters Scientific) [RESEJH]
Samantha Teplitzky - steplitz@library.berkeley.edu

**Electrochemical Society**

Electrochemical Society Digital Library -- Electrochemical Society [RESREC]

Includes Electrochemical Society Digital Library -- Electrochemical Society [RESREC]

**IOP Publishing**

IOP eBooks (includes Expanding Physics) -- IOP Publishing [RESQ00]

Includes IOP Concise Physics eBooks -- IOP Publishing [RESQ01]
Includes IOP eBooks (includes Expanding Physics) -- IOP Publishing [RESQ00]

IOPscience platform -- IOP Publishing [RESIOP]

Includes IOP Publishing Current Journals Archive -- IOP Publishing [RESRIN]
Includes IOP Publishing Historic Journals Archive -- IOP Publishing [RESRPA]
Includes IOPscience platform -- IOP Publishing [RESIOP]

**Society of Exploration Geophysicists**

SEG Digital Library -- Society of Exploration Geophysicists [RESSEH]

Includes SEG Digital Library -- Society of Exploration Geophysicists [RESSEH]
Sara Davidson Squibb - sdavidson2@ucmerced.edu

**NewsBank**

Access World News Research Collection -- NewsBank [RESBAW]
- Includes Acceda Noticias -- NewsBank [RESBSP]
- Includes Access World News Research Collection -- NewsBank [RESBAW]
- Includes America’s News Magazines -- NewsBank [RESAGF]
Library of Congress

HLAS Online -- Library of Congress [RESCBT]
Includes HLAS Online -- Library of Congress [RESCBT]
American Academy of Pediatrics

- Neonatal Resuscitation (NRP) eBook Collection (American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) eBooks) -- American Academy of Pediatrics [RESNN8]
  - Includes Neonatal Resuscitation (NRP) eBook Collection (American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) eBooks) -- American Academy of Pediatrics [RE]

- Red Book -- American Academy of Pediatrics [RESPDE]
  - Includes Red Book -- American Academy of Pediatrics [RESPDE]

Therapeutic Research Center

- Natural Medicines Comprehensive Database -- Therapeutic Research Center [RESCZI]
  - Includes Natural Medicines Comprehensive Database -- Therapeutic Research Center [RESCZI]
  - Includes Natural Standard -- Natural Standard [RESGCL]
  - Succeeds Natural Standard -- Natural Standard [RESGCL]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Scott Stone - stonesm@uci.edu

**Alexander Street Press**

Music Online: Listening (North America) -- Alexander Street Press [RES72V]
- Includes American Song (North America) -- Alexander Street Press [RESHSG]
- Includes Classical Music Library -- Alexander Street Press [RESAYC]
- Includes Contemporary World Music -- Alexander Street Press [RESIHP]
- Includes Music Online: Listening (North America) -- Alexander Street Press [RES72V]
- Includes Smithsonian Global Sound -- Alexander Street Press [RESRGR]
- Succeeds African American Song -- Alexander Street Press [RESAWQ]

**EBSCOhost**

RILM Retrospective Abstracts of Music Literature -- EBSCOhost [RES6.M]
- Includes RILM Retrospective Abstracts of Music Literature -- EBSCOhost [RES6.M]
- Includes RIPM Online Archive of Music Periodicals -- EBSCOhost [RES2O2]
- Succeeds RILM Abstracts of Music Literature -- EBSCOhost [RESDOO]
- Succeeds RILM Abstracts of Music Literature -- NISC International, Inc. [RESDQR]
Stacy Reardon - sreardon@berkeley.edu

Gale

Digital Scholar Lab -- Gale [RESGCDSL]
  Includes  Digital Scholar Lab -- Gale [RESGCDSL]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL

Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history

Steve Clancy - sclancy@uci.edu

**EBSCOhost**

CINAHL Complete -- EBSCOhost [RES04C]
- Includes CINAHL Complete -- EBSCOhost [RES04C]

**TRIP Database**

TRIP -- TRIP Database [RESFYW]
- Includes TRIP -- TRIP Database [RESFYW]
Susan Powell - spowell@library.berkeley.edu

**East View Information Services**

- LandScan -- East View Information Services [RESR3I]
  
  Includes  
  
  LandScan -- East View Information Services [RESR3I]

**Eastview**

- EVGeoCloud -- Eastview [RESAR0]
  
  Includes  
  
  EVGeoCloud -- Eastview [RESAR0]
Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL
Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history
rptResourcexRLAssigned

Susan Xue - sxue@LIBRARY.BERKELEY.EDU

All China Marketing Research Co., Ltd (ACMR)

China Data Online -- All China Marketing Research Co., Ltd (ACMR) [RESGTA]
Includes China Data Online -- All China Marketing Research Co., Ltd (ACMR) [RESGTA]
Includes China Data Online Census Data -- All China Marketing Research Co., Ltd (ACMR) [RES.4Z]
Includes China Data Online Statistical Yearbooks -- All China Marketing Research Co., Ltd (ACMR) [RES69N]
Includes China Geo-Explorer II (in ERMS as China Geo-Explorer) -- All China Marketing Research Co., Ltd (ACMR) [RESRH6]

Beijing Erudition Digital Technology Research Center

Database of Chinese Classic Ancient Books (Zhongguo ji ben gu ji ku) -- Beijing Erudition Digital Technology Research Center [RES403]
Includes Database of Chinese Classic Ancient Books (Zhongguo ji ben gu ji ku) -- Beijing Erudition Digital Technology Research Center [RES403]

Database of Chinese Local Records (Includes Collection I) -- Beijing Erudition Digital Technology Research Center [RESS-1]
Includes Database of Chinese Local Records (Includes Collection I) -- Beijing Erudition Digital Technology Research Center [RESS-1]
Includes Database of Chinese Local Records II -- Beijing Erudition Digital Technology Research Center [RESS-2]

China National Publications Import & Export (Group) Corporation 中国图书进出口(集团)总公司

China National Publishers DDA -- China National Publications Import & Export (Group) Corporation 中国图书进出口(集团)总公司 [RESTUB117]
Includes China National Publishers DDA -- China National Publications Import & Export (Group) Corporation 中国图书进出口(集团)总公司 [RESTUB117]
Succeeds Siku Quanshu -- China National Publications Import & Export (Group) Corporation 中国图书进出口(集团)总公司 [RESTUB140]
Includes Siku Quanshu -- China National Publishers DDA -- China National Publications Import & Export (Group) Corporation 中国图书进出口(集团)总公司 [RESTUB140]
Succeeds Siku Quanshu -- East View Information Services [RES18U]
Succeeds Siku Quanshu -- Yale University [RESJXS]

Chinamaxx Digital Libraries

SuperStar e-Book Collection -- Chinamaxx Digital Libraries [RESQFZ]
Includes SuperStar e-Book Collection -- Chinamaxx Digital Libraries [RESQFZ]

Green Apple Data Center (青苹果数据中心)

Shanghai News (申報) -- Green Apple Data Center (青苹果数据中心) [RESK8I]
Includes Shanghai News (申報) -- Green Apple Data Center (青苹果数据中心) [RESK8I]
Includes Shen Bao (申报) -- Green Apple Data Center (青苹果数据中心) [RESV5O]

Oriprobe

People's Daily (Renmin Ribao) -- Oriprobe [RES8MO]
Includes People's Daily (Renmin Ribao) -- Oriprobe [RES8MO]
Succeeds Ren min ri bao -- Twin Bridges Publishing [RESQES]

Sibu Congkan -- Oriprobe [RES8YB]
Includes Sibu Congkan -- Oriprobe [RES8YB]
Succeeds Si bu cong kan -- Transmission Books [RES2BZ]
Susan Xue - sxue@LIBRARY.BERKELEY.EDU

Superstar Information Technology co. Ltd

Dacheng Laojiukan Quanwen Shujuku (大成老旧刊全文数据库) -- Superstar Information Technology co. Ltd [RES.9L]
  Includes  Dacheng Laojiukan Quanwen Shujuku (大成老旧刊全文数据库) -- Superstar Information Technology co. Ltd [RES.9L]

Duxiu -- Superstar Information Technology co. Ltd [RES1WC]
  Includes  Duxiu -- Superstar Information Technology co. Ltd [RES1WC]

Superstar Journals -- Superstar Information Technology co. Ltd [RESSUPER]
  Includes  Superstar Journals -- Superstar Information Technology co. Ltd [RESSUPER]

Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center

TBRC Core Text Collections (includes Collection 1 and others) -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESLAJ]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections (includes Collection 1 and others) -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESLAJ]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 2 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSLAB]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 3 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSKZZ]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 4 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSKZR]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 5 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSKZQ]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 6 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSTC]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 7 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSTB]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 8 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSJ9H]
  Includes  TBRC Core Text Collections, Collection 9 -- Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center [RESSR79]

Tongfang Knowledge Network Technology Co. Ltd. (Beijing)

China 2010 National Census -- Tongfang Knowledge Network Technology Co. Ltd. (Beijing) [RESHK-]
  Includes  China 2010 National Census -- Tongfang Knowledge Network Technology Co. Ltd. (Beijing) [RESHK-]

Transmission Books

Central Daily News (中央日报) -- Transmission Books [RESCCNXM]
  Includes  Central Daily News (中央日报) -- Transmission Books [RESCCNXM]

Wisenews -- Transmission Books [RESQGC]
  Includes  Wisenews -- Transmission Books [RESQGC]

Wanfang Data Co., Ltd.

China Online Journals (COJ) -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESTCJ]
  Includes  China Online Journals - Arts & Humanities -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESTGH]
  Includes  China Online Journals - Business & Economics -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESTGI]
  Includes  China Online Journals - Law, Politics & Government -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESTGR]
  Includes  China Online Journals - Social Sciences -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESTGC]
  Includes  China Online Journals (COJ) -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESTCJ]

Dissertations of China -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESMQP]
  Includes  Dissertations of China -- Wanfang Data Co., Ltd. [RESMQP]
Teri Vogel - tmvogel@UCSD.EDU

**Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre**
- Cambridge Structural Database -- Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre [RESLGR]
  - Includes Cambridge Structural Database -- Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre [RESLGR]
  - Includes WebCSD -- Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre [RES2XL]

**Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS)**
- SciFinder-n -- Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) [RESSCIFI]
  - Includes SciFinder-n -- Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) [RESSCIFI]

**FIZ Karlsruhe**
- FIZ ICSD -- FIZ Karlsruhe [RESKDV]
  - Includes FIZ ICSD -- FIZ Karlsruhe [RESKDV]

**Nature Publishing**
- Nature Journals Online -- Nature Publishing [RESRNT]
  - Includes Nature Journals Online -- Nature Publishing [RESRNT]

**Royal Society of Chemistry**
- Merck Index Online -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RES1-L]
  - Includes Merck Index Online -- Royal Society of Chemistry [RES1-L]
  - Succeeds Merck Index -- CambridgeSoft [RESJKR]

**SciFinder**
- SciFinder -- SciFinder [RESDTZ]
  - Includes SciFinder -- SciFinder [RESDTZ]
Tomoko Bialock - tbialock@library.ucla.edu

Kinokuniya Company Ltd.

Kikuzo II Visual for Libraries -- Kinokuniya Company Ltd. [RESQLY]
  Includes  Kikuzo II Visual for Libraries -- Kinokuniya Company Ltd. [RESQLY]

Yomidas Rekishikan -- Kinokuniya Company Ltd. [RESLQ1]
  Includes  Yomidas Rekishikan -- Kinokuniya Company Ltd. [RESLQ1]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Liaison Assignments Grouped by RL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active assignments only, includes subassignments and history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Toshie Marra</strong> - <a href="mailto:tmarra@library.berkeley.edu">tmarra@library.berkeley.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Library Specific Holdings**

- **Taiyo** -- Library Specific Holdings [RES~1U]
  - Includes **Taiyo** -- Library Specific Holdings [RES~1U]

**NetAdvance**

- **Bijutsu Shinpo** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB149]
  - Includes **Bijutsu Shinpo** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB149]
- **Bungeishunju Archives (ERMS: 文藝春秋 3 昭17-25(1942-1950))** -- NetAdvance [RESGGQJF]
  - Includes **Bungeishunju Archives (ERMS: 文藝春秋 3 昭17-25(1942-1950))** -- NetAdvance [RESGGQJF]
- **Fuzoku Gaho** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB121]
  - Includes **Fuzoku Gaho** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB121]
- **Gunsho Ruiju Online** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB115]
  - Includes **Gunsho Ruiju Online** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB115]
- **JapanKnowledge +NK** -- NetAdvance [RES92X]
  - Includes **JapanKnowledge +NK** -- NetAdvance [RES92X]
  - Includes **Who's Who in Japan -- Kinokuniya Company Ltd.** [RESR38]
  - Succeeds **JapanKnowledge Lib** -- NetAdvance [RESDXJ]
- **JKBooks**: ヤンパナレッジ電子書籍プラットフォーム -- NetAdvance [RES3M.]
  - Includes **JKBooks**: ヤンパナレッジ電子書籍プラットフォーム -- NetAdvance [RES3M.]
- **Oriental Economist Digital Archives** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB122]
  - Includes **Oriental Economist Digital Archives** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB122]
- **Taika Koshomoku** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB152]
  - Includes **Taika Koshomoku** -- NetAdvance [RESSTUB152]
- **Takita Choin kyuzo Kindai sakka genkoshu (ERMS: 近代作家原稿集 (穆陰旧蔵))** -- NetAdvance [RESW60]
  - Includes **Takita Choin kyuzo Kindai sakka genkoshu (ERMS: 近代作家原稿集 (穆陰旧蔵))** -- NetAdvance [RESW60]
- **Tōyō Keizai Shimpō (ERMS: 東洋経済新報/週刊東洋経済デジタルアーカイブス)** -- NetAdvance [RESTEJKJ]
  - Includes **Tōyō Keizai Shimpō (ERMS: 東洋経済新報/週刊東洋経済デジタルアーカイブス)** -- NetAdvance [RESTEJKJ]

**Nichigai Associates, Inc.**

- **MagazinePlus** -- Nichigai Associates, Inc. [RESJ7A]
  - Includes **MagazinePlus** -- Nichigai Associates, Inc. [RESJ7A]

**丸善株式会社 (Maruzen Co., Ltd.)**

- **Maruzen eBook Library** -- 丸善株式会社 (Maruzen Co., Ltd.) [RESMOSFZ]
  - Includes **Maruzen eBook Library** -- 丸善株式会社 (Maruzen Co., Ltd.) [RESMOSFZ]
Geological Society of London

Lyell Collection -- Geological Society of London [RESLYL]
Includes Lyell Collection -- Geological Society of London [RESLYL]
Ying Zhang - yingz@uci.edu

Airiti Inc.
AiritiBooks -- Airiti Inc. [RESI4V]
  Includes  AiritiBooks -- Airiti Inc. [RESI4V]
Taiwan Electronic Periodical Services -- Airiti Inc. [RESJXR]
  Includes  Taiwan Electronic Periodical Services -- Airiti Inc. [RESJXR]

Shanghai Library (上海图书馆上海科学技术情报研究)
Chinese Periodical Full-text Database (1911-1949) -- Shanghai Library (上海图书馆上海科学技术情报研究) [RES06T]
  Includes  Chinese Periodical Full-text Database (1911-1949) -- Shanghai Library (上海图书馆上海科学技术情报研究) [RES06T]
Late Qing dynasty periodical full-text database (1833-1911) -- Shanghai Library (上海图书馆上海科学技术情报研究) [RESLGQZO]
  Includes  Late Qing dynasty periodical full-text database (1833-1911) -- Shanghai Library (上海图书馆上海科学技术情报研究) [RESLGQZO]
North-China Daily News & Herald Newspapers and Hong Lists (1850-1951) (字林洋行中英文报纸全文数据库) -- Shanghai Library (上海图书馆上海科学技术情报研究) [RESNCLPL]
  Includes  North-China Daily News & Herald Newspapers and Hong Lists (1850-1951) (字林洋行中英文报纸全文数据库) -- Shanghai Library (上海图书馆上海科学技术情报研究) [RESNCLPL]

Shanghai Wenda Information
National Index to Chinese Newspapers & Periodicals -- Shanghai Wenda Information [RES1WY]
  Includes  National Index to Chinese Newspapers & Periodicals -- Shanghai Wenda Information [RES1WY]